
Chin. J. Astron. Astrophys. Vol. 4 (2004), No. 6, 507{517( http://www.hjaa.org or http://hjaa.bao.a.n ) Chinese Journal ofAstronomy andAstrophysisPairwise Veloity Statistis of Dark Halos �Hai-Yan Zhang1 and Yi-Peng Jing21 Department of Astronomy, Peking University, Beijing, 100871; proudzhy�126.om2 Shanghai Astronomy Observatory, the Partner Group of MPI f�ur Astrophysik,Nandan Road 80, Shanghai, 200030Reeived 2004 Marh 14; aepted 2004 May 13Abstrat We have aurately evaluated the halo pairwise veloity dispersion andthe halo mean streaming veloity in the LCDM model (the at !0 = 0:3 model)using a set of high-resolution N-body simulations. Based on the simulation results,we have developed a model for the pairwise veloity dispersion of halos. Our modelagrees with the simulation results over all sales we studied. We have also testedthe model of Sheth et al. for the mean streaming motion of halos derived from thepair-onservation equation. We found that their model reprodues the simulationdata very well on large sale, but under-predits the streaming motion on salesr < 10h�1 Mp. We have introdued an empirial relation to improve their model.These improved models are useful for prediting the redshift orrelation funtionsand the redshift power spetrum of galaxies if the halo oupation number model,e.g. the luster weighted model, is given for the galaxies.Key words: osmology: theory | dark matter halo | large-sale struture ofuniverse1 INTRODUCTIONThe power spetrum of the dark matter distribution ontains a wealth of information onthe osmologial parameters. It is usually measured from redshift surveys of galaxies. In aredshift survey, the spatial distribution of galaxies is distorted by the peuliar veloity of thegalaxies. A statistially isotropi distribution of galaxies in real spae beomes anisotropi inthe redshift spae (Geller & Peebles 1973; Davis & Peebles 1983; Kaiser 1987). This e�etis manifested in the measurable two-point orrelation or power spetrum, and has been widelyused to provide information on the dynamis of the universe, i.e. the density parameter andthe amplitude of the primordial power spetrum. The theory of the redshift distortion in thelinear regime is well understood. The redshift power spetrum P Sl (k; �) is related to the realspae power spetrum PRl (k) by a simple relation (Kaiser 1987)P Sl (k; �) � PRl (k)[1 + ��2℄2 ; (1)where � is the osine of the angle between the line of sight and the k vetor, � = 
0:6=b, 
 thedensity parameter, and b the linear bias.� Supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China.



508 H. Y. Zhang & Y. P. JingWhile the theory in the linear regime is simple and lean, it is still hallenging to measurethis quantity with available redshift surveys (inluding SDSS, see Tegmark et al. 2003). This isbeause on the sales where the distortion an be measured with urrent surveys, the non-lineare�ets of bias and motion are already signi�ant (Jing & B�orner 2001a). This alls for a non-linear model for the redshift distortion. Although N-body simulations are a dispensable toolfor studying the non-linear redshift distortion, the halo model, whih assumes an oupationnumber of galaxies within halos, an also be used to derive the spatial distribution of galaxiesin real spae or in redshift spae (Jing, Mo & B�orner 1998). On the basis of the halo model,the orrelation funtion an be written as the sum of two terms. One is essentially desribed bylinear theory and dominates on large sales. The other is inherently non-linear, and dominateson small sales (Seljak 2000; Peaok & Smith 2000; Soimarro et al. 2001). Similarly, theredshift power spetrum an be written as a sum of a linear and a non-linear parts (Kang etal. 2002).Using N-body simulations, Kang et al. (2002) tested the non-linear redshift power spetrumof dark matter predited by the halo model. They found that the halo model predition of theredshift distortion is aurate only when the pairwise veloity dispersion (PVD) of halos isaurately known. In this paper, we will arefully investigate the PVD of halos in simulationsas a funtion of the halo mass and redshifts, and will provide an aurate reipe for modelingthis quantity. We will also study the mean streaming veloity of halos that is another importantquantity for the halo model.The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Setion 2 we desribe the N-body simulationsused in this paper. In Setion 3 and Setion 4, we onstrut the models for the halo PVD andthe mean halo streaming veloity, respetively. Our main results are summarized in the lastsetion.2 N-BODY SIMULATIONWe �rst measure the PVD of halos and the halo mean streaming veloity in simulations. Theosmologial model has the density parameter 
0 = 0:3, the osmologial onstant �0 = 0:7,and the Hubble onstant h = 0:7 (in units of 100 km s�1 Mp�1). The amplitude �8 of thelinear power spetrum, whih is de�ned as the rms density utuation within an 8h�1 Mpsphere, is 0.9. Eah simulation has 5123 partiles, and is performed using a P3M ode with thegravitational softening length of � = 30h�1 kp. The boxsize is 300h�1 Mp, suÆiently largefor this study. We have four independent realizations that di�er only in the phase of the initialdensity utuations. For details of the simulations, we refer readers to Jing (2002) and Jing &Suto (2002).We identify the dark matter halos using the standard friends-of-friends algorithm with thelinking parameter b = 0:2. We set the minimum mass of the halos as 8:3� 1011 h�1 M�, whihorresponds to the mass of 50 simulation partiles.The PVD of halos, �h12(r), is obtained by averaging the expression [(v1� v2) � r=r℄2 over allpairs of halos in a partiular mass range at a �xed separation r = jr1 � r2j. The same for thehalo mean streaming veloity exept that the expression is (v1�v2) �r=r. Here vi and ri are thepeuliar veloity and position of i-th halo, respetively. Our simulation results are presented inFig. 1 and Fig. 3, where the error bars are given by averaging over the four realizations. In thefollowing setions, analytial models are onstruted to math these simulation results.



Pairwise Veloity Statistis of Dark Halos 5093 THE HALO PAIRWISE VELOCITY DISPERSION (PVD)3.1 The ModelFollowing Sheth et al. (2001a), we derive the expression for the PVD of halos. Aordingto the de�nition, the PVD of halos an be written as follows,�h12(r) = Z Z dm1dm2 1 + �hh(m1;m2 j r)�hh(r) � n(m1)n(m2)H(m1;m2 j r) ; (2)where �hh is the two-point orrelation funtion of halos, and �hh � R R dm1dm2n(m1)n(m2)[1+�hh(m1;m2 j r)℄. H(m1;m2 j r) is given byH(m1;m2 j r) = �2halo(m1) + �2halo(m2)� 2	(m1;m2 j r); (3)where �halo(m) is the (one-point) veloity dispersion of halos of mass m in one dimension, and	(m1;m2 j r) is the veloity orrelation funtion of halos along the onneting line betweenthe two halos. The one-point veloity dispersion of halos an be estimated aording to thepeak theory of Bardeen et al. (1986). For a Gaussian density utuation, the peuliar veloity�eld is statistially isotropi and Gaussian, and its three-dimensional dispersion smoothed overa sale of R(m), R(m) = 3p3m=4��0, is given by�v(m; a) = Haf(a)��1(m; a) ; (4)where a is the osmi sale fator, H is the hubble parameter at time a, f(a) = � lnD=� lna,and �j is de�ned for any integer j as�2j (m) = 12�2 Z dkk2+2jP (k)W 2[kR(m)℄ ; (5)whereW (x) is the Fourier transform of the smoothing window, and P (k) is the the linear matterpower spetrum. Throughout this paper, we use the real spae top-hat window funtion,W (x) � (3=x3)[sin(x)� x os(x)℄: (6)As Bardeen et al. (1986) showed, the rms peuliar veloity �p(m) of density peaks di�erssystematially from that of random pathes �v by a fator C(m),�p(m) = �v(m)C(m) = �v(m)q1� �40=�21�2�1 : (7)Note that this expression does not depend on the height of the peaks. Beause C(m) is smallerthan 1, the above equation indiates that peaks have slightly lower rms veloities than randompathes.In Eq. (3) above, 	(m1;m2 j r) desribes the veloity orrelation of two halos, as their ve-loities are modulated by long wave utuations. The veloity orrelation between two pathesof di�erent sizes, along the line onneting them, is (m1;m2 j r) � H2a2f2(a) Z dk2�2P (k)W (k j m1;m2)K(kr) ; (8)where W (k j m1;m2) �W [kR(m1)℄W [kR(m2)℄, and the W s are the Fourier transforms of thetop-hat window funtion, and K(x) = sin(x)=x � (2=x3)[sin(x) � x os(x)℄. We should stress



510 H. Y. Zhang & Y. P. Jingthat this expression is valid for two pathes separated by r rather than for peaks. A simply wayto generalize the above expression to peaks is to multiply by the appropriate peak onstraintfators C(m): 	(m1;m2 j r) � C(m1)C(m2) (m1;m2 j r) : (9)This is equivalent to assuming that the normalized veloity orrelations are the same betweenthe pathes and the peaks. Assuming that the halos are formed at the peaks, Sheth et al.(2001a) predited for the PVD of halos using the above expressions. Now we ompare themodel preditions with our simulation results in Fig. 1. The model preditions are plotted asthe dashed lines. The �gure learly shows that the model signi�antly underestimates the PVDof halos.3.2 The Density Dependene of the Halo Veloity DispersionsHere we onsider to improve the model on the PVD of halos, by generalizing the argument ofHamana et al. (2003), for one-point veloity dispersion of halos, to pairwise veloity dispersionof halos. As Sheth & Diaferio (2001) pointed out, the evolution of the halo peuliar veloitydepends on the loal matter density. Hamana et al. (2003) thus onstruted a model forthe dependene of the (one-point) halo peuliar veloity dispersion, �2halo(m; Æ), on the loalbakground density Æ.The dependene of the halo peuliar veloity on the loal density is parameterized as(Hamana et al. 2003), �2halo(m; Æ) = [1 + Æ(Rloal)℄2�(Rloal)�2p(m) ; (10)where Rloal is the smoothing sale that de�nes the loal bakground density Æ. The keyquestion is how to de�ne the appropriate smoothing length sale. Evidently, Rloal shouldenlose the gravitational oherene sale whih is responsible for the loal deviation of thepeuliar motion of halos from its global value (for instane, given by linear theory). In theirpaper, they adopted an ansatz that Rloal is given by a relation of the form �0(Rloal) = �loal,and determine the model parameter �loal empirially using N-body simulations. They foundthat hoosing � = 0:5 with Rloal given by �loal = 0:3 provides reasonable �ts to the results ofN-body simulations.We denote by p(m j Æ) the probability of �nding a halo with mass m in a region withbakground density Æ. Then the peuliar veloity dispersion of halos with mass m is given bysumming up the dispersion �2halo(m; Æ) weighted by the probability:�2halo(m) = R dÆp(m j Æ)�2halo(m; Æ)R dÆp(m j Æ) : (11)We use the linear bias model (Sheth & Tormen 1999) p(m j Æ) = [1 + b(m)Æ℄pdm(Æ) and thelog-normal model for the probability distribution funtion of dark matter pdm(Æ) (Kayo, Taruya& Suto 2001) to ompute �2halo(m). As shown by Hamana et al., the above alulated �2halo(m)agrees with the one-point veloity dispersion of halos in N-body simulations.When we generalize the above argument to the PVD of halos, it is lear that �2halo(m) inEq. (3) should be replaed with Eq. (11). However, we have two options to modify the veloityorrelation funtion Eq. (9). One is to replae C(m) in Eq. (9) with �halo(m)=�v(m), and theother is to leave the expression unhanged as Eq. (9). The results alulated with these twooptions are plotted in Fig. 1 with dotted and solid lines, respetively. Comparing with our



Pairwise Veloity Statistis of Dark Halos 511N-body simulation results, we �nd that the model with the latter option is muh more aurateon separation larger than � 3h�1 Mp (on the smaller sales, nonlinear e�ets will play animportant role whih will be onsidered in the next setion). Inluding the density dependeneof the one-point halo veloity dispersion greatly improves the agreement of the model withthe simulation at large sales. The derease of the halo PVD with the separation an beaurately aounted for by the veloity orrelation of halos given by Eq. (9). The densitydependene should be onsidered for the one-point veloity dispersion of halos, but not for theorrelation of the halo veloities. A plausible explanation for this apparent inonsisteny is thatthe loal density �eld a�ets the veloity of two nearby halos similarly, so the veloity orrelationthat depends on the relative veloity of two halos is muh less a�eted by the loal density.On separation larger than � 3h�1 Mp, the model predition for the halo PVD agrees withthe simulation results typially to within 10%. On the smaller sales, the non-linear e�etsare important, and we evaluate the sale dependene on the small sales using an empirialapproah.3.3 An Empirial Model for the Sale Dependene on Small SalesOn sales smaller than � 3h�1 Mp, the non-linear e�ets start to play an important rolein altering the preditions of linear perturbation theories. For example, dynamial fritions anredue the PVD of halos when a pair of halos approah eah other. The non-linear e�ets areompliated to model, so here we present an empirial relation whih an greatly improve theagreement between the model and the simulation results on small sales. It reads,�h12(r) = �h12(r) � 11 + ( 2Rr )2 ; (12)where R = 3p3m=800��0 is the radius of the halos. Putting all together, the solid lines inFig. 2 show our model predition that uses Eq. (11) for the one-point veloity dispersion ofhalos, Eq. (9) for the veloity orrelation, and Eq. (12) for orreting for the non-linear e�etson the small sales. The model shows a very good agreement with the simulation results ofhalo PVD on all sales.4 THE HALO MEAN STREAMING MOTIONWe begin this setion by introduing a model for the mean streaming motion of dark matter,and in Subsetion 4.2 we extend it to the halos and ompare the model with our simulationresults. The derivation follows the work of Sheth et al. (2001b).4.1 The Dark MatterThe mean streaming veloity of dark matter an be obtained aording to the pair-onservationequation (Peebles 1980). It usually an be written as,�(1 + ��(r))�lna = �v12(r)Hr 3[1 + �(r)℄ ; (13)where ��(r) is the volume-averaged orrelation funtion over a ball of proper separation. On thelarge separation that is of interest to us here, the linear approximation ��(r; a) = [D(a)=D0℄2��(r; a0)is valid for the evolution of ��(r; a), where D(a) is the linear theory growth fator at a, and D0



512 H. Y. Zhang & Y. P. Jingis the present value of D(a). With this approximation, the pair-onservation equation an bewritten as (Peebles 1980), �v12(r)Hr = 23 f(a)��(r; a)1 + �(r; a) : (14)This approximation is valid only on large sales (r � 5h�1 Mp) where the linear purterbationtheory is valid. It underestimates the exat solution by a fator of 3/2 or so on smaller sales(Juszkiewiz, Springel & Durrer 1999; Sheth et al. 2001a).4.2 The HalosEquation (14) annot be used diretly to estimate the streaming motion of halos, beausethe number of halos is not onserved, nor is the number of halo pairs. However, Sheth etal. (2001b) provided an estimate for the streaming motion of halos, by assuming that everyhalo is represented by one partile that is at the halo enter of mass. Then they imaginedtraing these enter of mass partiles bak in time and onsidered the evolution of their spatialdistribution. By de�nition, these hypothetial partiles are neither produed or annihilatedduring the evolution, therefore, the pair-onservation equation an be used for desribing theevolution of these partiles.Aording to Mo & White(1996), the linear bias fator b(m) of these hypothetial partilesis given by b(m; a) = 1 + �2(m)� 1Æ0D(a)=D0 ; (15)where �(m) = Æ0=�(m), and Æ0 = 1:68. For this bias fator, we have�b(m; a)� lna = f(a)[1� b(m; a)℄: (16)Sine we know the evolution of the two-point orrelation funtion of halos, we an derivethe mean streaming motion of halos from the the pair-onservation equation. For a pair ofhalos with mass m1 and m2, their mean streaming motion is (Sheath et al. 2001b)vh12(r)Hr = vdm12 (r)Hr b1b2[1 + �Lindm (r)℄[1 + b1b2�Lindm (r)℄ � f(a)�Lindm (r)3 [b1(1� b2) + b2(1� b1)℄[1 + b1b2�Lindm (r)℄ ; (17)where b1 = b(m1; a = 1) and b2 = b(m2; a = 1). If we insert the linear evolution approximation,then this beomes vh12(r)Hr = vdm12 (r)Hr �b1 + b22 � 1 + �Lindm (r)1 + b1b2�Lindm (r) : (18)It is easy to see when b1 = b2 = 1, vh12(r) = vdm12 (r). Also, in the large separation limit,vh12(r) �! [(b1+b2)=2℄vdm12 (r). Notie that the linear theory and linear evolution approximationwe used to obtain Eq. (18) are not aurate on small sales. Nevertheless, this provides us atleast some indiation of the small-sale behavior of the halo streaming motion.In fat, when the model is studied in several di�erent halo mass ranges separately, theweighting fator, whih is the ratio of the number of m1 and m2 halo pairs at r to the totalnumber of halo pairs at r, should be onsidered. So the halo mean streaming motion an bewritten as (Sheth et al. 2001b)�V h12(r)Hr = � Z Z dm1dm2 vh12(r)Hr � n(m1)n(m2)[1 + b(m1b(m2)�Lindm (r)℄�n2h +�b2h�Lindm (r)



Pairwise Veloity Statistis of Dark Halos 513= 2f(a)3 �nh�bh��Lindm (r)�n2h +�b2h�Lindm (r) ; (19)where �nh � R dmn(m) is the average number density of halos, and �bh � R dmn(m)b(m) is theiraverage bias fator. The �nal expression of Eq. (19) follows from inserting Eq. (18) for vh12 andEq. (14) for vdm12 .

Fig. 1 Pairwise veloity dispersions of halos. Halo mass ranges (in the unit of h�1 M�)aredenoted in eah plot. Filled irles show the measurements from the simulation. Dashedurves show the predition based on the peak theory. Dotted urves are the model preditionwhen the density dependene is onsidered both for the one-point halo veloity dispersion andsimilarly for the veloity orrelation funtion. Solid urves show the model predition withthe density dependene orretion applied solely to the one-point halo veloity dispersion.
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Fig. 2 Pairwise veloity dispersions of halos. Halo mass ranges (in the unit ofh�1 M�)are denoted in eah plot. Filled irles show the measurements of simula-tions. Solid urves show the preditions of our model based on Eq. (9), Eq. (11), andEq. (12).
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Fig. 3 Mean streaming motions of halos. Halo mass ranges (in the unit of h�1M�)aredenoted in eah plot. Filled irles show the measurements of simulations. Dottedurves show the preditions for the halos (Eq. (19)). Solid urves are for the empirialorretion on small sales (Eq. (20)) .



516 H. Y. Zhang & Y. P. JingIt should be pointed out that the evolution of the bias fator (Eq. 16) is generally valid evenif the bias fator is not Eq. (15), as b = 1+ bL always holds (Mo & White 1996; Jing 1999; Fan1999; Sheth & Tormen 1999). Beause it was demonstrated that the bias model of Mo & White(1996) underestimates the bias for small mass halos (Jing 1998), we will use the empirialformula of Sheth and Tormen for the bias fator. Figure 3 shows the halo mean streamingveloity in the N-body simulation (�lled irles) together with the linear theory preditionEq. (19) (dotted urves). The model predition agrees very well with our simulation on largesales. However, on sales less than about 10 times of the halo radius R, the simulation resultsare higher than the model predition. The disrepany inreases with dereasing separation.This behavior an be understood in this way. When the hypothetial partiles are traed bakto early time, these partiles are well separated and there are no pairs with separation lessthan rmin, i.e., the two-point orrelation funtion of these partiles is �1 for r < rmin. Withthe evolution, rmin beomes smaller as the partiles approah eah other, and the two-pointorrelation funtion develops on the small sales. This evolution of the orrelation funtion hasnot been inluded in the above model, whih ould be the main reason why the model does notagree with the simulation results. It is ompliated to follow quantitatively the developmentof the orrelation funtion of the hypothetial partiles on small sales. Again we adopt anempirial relation to aount for this phenomenon with the following relation,V h12;(r) = V h12(r) � h1 + (m=m?)0:1�4Rr �1:5i : (20)The solid lines in Fig. 3 are the model preditions with the above orretion, whih agree betterwith the simulation results.5 CONCLUSIONSWe have aurately evaluated the halo pairwise veloity dispersion and the halo meanstreaming veloity in the urrently popular LCDM model using a set of high-resolution N-body simulations. Following the work of Sheth et al.(2001) and Hamana et al. (2003), we havedeveloped a model for the pairwise veloity dispersion of halos. The model has two ingredients:a halo veloity dispersion and a veloity orrelation funtion. We demonstrated that the densitydependene of Hamana et al. should used for the halo one-point veloity dispersion, but notfor the veloity orrelation. The model thus onstruted is a signi�ant improvement over themodel originally proposed by Sheth et al. (2001). We further re�ne the model by introduingan empirial orretion fator Eq. (12) for the dependene on small sale.We have also tested the model for the mean streaming motion of halos derived from thepair-onservation equation. We found that the model reprodues the simulation data very wellon large sale, but under-predits the streaming motion on sales r < 10R. The disrepanyis aused by inadequate modeling of the orrelation funtions of the hypothetial partiles onsmall sales. We have introdued an empirial relation to aount for this disrepany. Theorreted model predition is in good agreement with the N-body results.The models presented here are aurate despite that some of the model ingredients areempirial. They an be used to predit the redshift orrelation funtions and the redshift powerspetrum of galaxies if the halo oupation number model, e.g., the luster weighted model, isgiven for the galaxies.
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